
Stage 2      ‘Grammar Hammer’    Skill Check 11 
 

Name:  ______________________________________  Class:  _________ Date:  ______________ 
 

1. Put in the apostrophe to show possession. 2. Write the contracted form.  Remember the apostrophe. 

The l a d y s purse was stolen. where is  

3. Underline the correct word to use in this sentence. 4. Underline the correct word to use in this sentence. 

Do you like my ( knew / new ) shoes? I am too ( week / weak ) to lift the box. 

5. Underline the suffix that turns this noun into an adjective. 6. Underline the prefix to give this word the opposite 

meaning. 

shame ness ful dis un dress 

7. Underline the word with the correct spelling. 8. Underline the word with the correct spelling. 

bayby baby babee chork chorc chalk 

 
9. Write the comparative for the adjective below. 10. Write the superlative for the adjective below. 

cute  pure  

11. Underline any letters which should be in capitals. 12. Underline any letters which should be in capitals. 

we go to spain on saturday. i am in mrs moore’s class next year. 

13. Put the missing commas ( , ) in this sentence. 

In my bag I found a pencil a ruler my book and an apple. 

14. Punctuate the end of this sentence. 15. Underline the type of sentence it is. 

I put my bike in the garage statement question exclamation command 

 
16. Underline any nouns in this sentence. 17. Underline any verbs in this sentence. 

He hung his shirt in the wardrobe. She reached up and picked the fruit. 

18. Underline any adjectives in this sentence. 19. Underline the adjectives in this expanded noun phrase. 

He enjoyed the cold, sweet ice-cream. his new, blue bike  

20 and 21. Add a suffix to the verb to change it from past to present tense. 

I waited. I am wait______ She helped. she is help______ 

 
22. Underline the word which will make this sentence correct. 

Last week, my sister ( is / was / will be ) staying at her friend’s. 

23. Co-ordination: Underline the best connective to join these sentences. 

I like to drink milk. ( and / or / but ) I like to drink juice. 

24. Subordination: Underline the best connective to join these sentences. 

I went to bed. ( so that / if / because ) I was tired. 

25. Underline any words which can join with the word given to make a compound word. 

black road bird berry mail 

 
Total:  Red (0 – 9) Yellow (10 – 19) Green (20 – 25) 

 


